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Metal and Wooden Pipework
General Description of Metal Pipework.
Pipe metal
The metal of the bodies and feet is scraped on the outside.
With pipes smaller than 1’c the metal shows scrape marks across the length of the
bodies and feet.
Larger pipe bodies show scrape marks along the length. The feet still across.
With the Front Principal the change happens somewhat above 1’c.
The metal thicknesses show a distinct tendency of the use of tapered sheets for
the pipe bodies below 1’ speaking length.
With all the Stopt Diapason pipes the original size from soldering on the lids
survives. This is quite a course size (lumpy). Although the appearance seems
reddish, in contact with moisture it would turn white.
This size is also evident on the reed resonators where hooks have been originally
soldered.
Condition of metal pipes
The majority of the pipes was found in a still cone-tuned condition. The middle and
upper ranges had suffered some, but relatively little collapse due to tuning. The
larger pipes though were in a much worse state. Through insufficient support
(broken rackboards etc.) the pipes had suffered collapse at the feet and mouth
area.

Examples of damage through collapse
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Distorted feet with tips sometimes considerably shortened and reformed

New pipes amongst restored old pipes

Cleaning method
The pipes were cleaned using a dry method for the inside. The inside of pipe feet
was tackled with tiny brushes and bottle cleaners, in order to get right under the
languid to clean the nicking from below. During the brushing a vacuum cleaner
was also used. The pipe bodies were cleaned with bottle cleaners and flue
brushes of varying sizes. After all this the outside of the pipes was wet-wiped
taking special care not to remove the old solder size.

The largest pedal pipes could quite easily be cleaned from the inside
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Analysis Pipe metal 4 foot pipe
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Analysis Pipe metal 12th pipe
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Scale Analysis
Front Open Diapason
Scale close to 3 : 5
Mouth width 1 / 4.3 – 4.2 (top d)
Back Open Diapason
Mouth width large pipes 1 / 4.28 , small pipes slightly under 1 / 4
Front Principal
The scale progression varies from 8ve to 8ve but it does not to the extent of halving
in the 8ve with an additions constant. 2 semitones smaller than the Front Open.
Back Principal
Scale 3:5 widening below CC.
Mouth width 1 / 4
Twelfth
Scale varies throughout the 8ves
From go to d’ there is a more rapid decline causing the scale to increase to the
treble.
Mouth width 1 / 4
Fifteenth
Scale same as Twelfth, pipe for pipe.
(The existing 5 bass notes and the surviving rack board holes point to this)
Mouth width 1 / 4
Tierce
Scale same as Twelfth, pipe for pipe.
(One half surviving rack board hole in the middle range suggested this.)
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Sesquialtra & Furniture
Scale same as Front Principal
Mouth width 1 / 4.1
Great Stop Diapason
Scale go - #o

5:8

c’ – c’’

halving on 8ve with additions constant 11.7

c’’ – d’’’

halving on 8ve with additions constant 8

Mouth width 1 / 4
Choir Stop Diapason
Scale is halving on the 8ve with an additions constant of 7.3
Mouth width 1 / 4.3
Choir Principal
Scale similar to back Principal.
Mouth width GG - ##
Mouth width FF

1

1

/ 4.23

/ 4.3

Swell Stop Diapason
Scale a’ – c#’’
#’’

c – d’’’

0.5.84
0.68

Mouth width 1 / 4

Using evidence from within the organ to reconstruct stops
Back Open Diapason
There were a number of stops partly or completely missing.
From the Back Open Diapason the majority of the stopped bass and helpers and
three large full-length pipes of the continuation had survived. Besides these, also
five smaller treble pipes had survived. Reconstructing the scale was therefore not
a problem. Finding out the correct foot lengths in order that the original holes in the
rackboards wouldn’t need altering was more involved. This was done by fitting in
old pipes of the appropriate scale and allowing for adjustments.
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Testing out appropriate foot lengths with random pipes with the right scale (note the 5 smallest original pipes)

Fifteenth, Tierce and Larigot
Of the Fifteenth only five bass pipes and the upperboard and rackboard holes
survived. Trails of fitting old pipes into the rackboard showed that the pipes from
the Twelfth fitted convincingly note for note. This was also the case for the lowest
5 rackboard holes of the Tierce and one half surviving hole in the middle range (all
the other holes had been enlarged for a stop change). The interesting pattern that
showed itself was that the Twelfth, Fifteenth and the Tierce were originally of the
same scale. As for the Larigot, there was no evidence to be found. A decision was
made to reconstruct also this stop to the same scale.
The Tierce rackboard with the lucky half-hole survival

Later enlarged holes being filled in
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The choosing of pitch and temperament
The pitch of the Bridge organ was originally somewhere around modern pitch (a
440 Hz at 20oC).
During the restoration of the tuning areas of the front pipes it was discovered that
DD# of the Front Principal and D# of the Front Open Diapason had not been
substantially altered in pitch. Even though the organ had undergone a significant
rise in pitch (to above a 450Hz), these two pipes have escaped being cut out
further unlike the other front pipes. The conclusion one could draw from this, is
that these notes were already sharp in the original temperament and did not need
altering for an alteration to equal temperament at a new sharper pitch. G# o of the
Front Open Diapason proved to be quite flat in pitch after restoring its tuning area
and showed that its pitch could not have been significantly sharper due to the
position of the tuning window in the back of the pipe.
Restored tuning areas of the front pipes (and the reconstructed Swell building frame support using large screws instead of
nails)

The pattern that emerged here is one that could be interpreted as suggesting the
original use of a meantone type temperament with a wolf between D# and G#.
Using the fifth (syntonic) comma meantone temperament the tuning areas of the
front pipes could be reinstated whilst not removing any original pipe metal. The
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chimney lengths of the Stop Diapason trebles have turned out to be somewhat
irregular (mostly in the Great). Any conclusion as to temperament could not be
drawn from this as the inaccuracies in chimney length are contradictory from
octave to octave and stop to stop.

The main core of original Great pipework up to the 12th re-installed in the organ (note 5 old treble pipes in the Back Open)

Voicing Method in the Workshop
I started by completing the existing stops on the voicing machine and regulating
the old pipework. For the new pipes all original voicing details were copied to fit in
with the old pipes first. The nicking was especially important to get right. Not too
deep (one can always deepen the nicking), not too shallow and especially, applied
at the right angle. The nicking of the old pipes shows a change of angle towards
the left corner of the mouth. It starts on the right side in the very corner at quite an
oblique angle to the face of the languid, and ends up somewhat more square on
the languid in the left corner. The nicking doesn’t reach as far into the left corner
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as it does into the right. Could it be that the angle of the knife used for nicking did
not allow this? Thus there is strong evidence that the pipes were nicked by the
voicer and not during the manufacture of the pipes.
The old remaining Sesquialtra pipes are more sparingly nicked than the Front
Principal and other foundation stops. There is no evidence that the frequency of
nicking has been increased by subsequent re-voicing of the Front Principal. GG of
the 19th (11/3rd) rank for example has 12 nicks, compared with 18 in the equivalent
pipe in the Front principal. A of the 24th (4/5th) rank has 6 nicks compared with 8 in
the equivalent pipe in the Front Principal.
Details like the appropriate size of the flue for the new pipes were determined by
the pipe maker’s meticulous attempt to successfully copy the old pipes. Details
were not copied because they are necessarily believed to be good pipe making
practise. It was decided to faithfully copy the old style of manufacture to ensure a
good tonal blend between the old and the new pipe work.
I discovered that if the details were applied appropriately and in the right style, the
tonal finishing didn’t present too much of a problem and the sound of the new
pipes matched the old.
New (unvoiced) pipes from the fifteenth faithfully copied from the original Twelfth
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Treble Great soundboard with reconstructed flue chorus

Voicing on site
The voicing on site is a process where an assistant at the keyboard listens to
every detail of the character of the pipes within a stop. He gives instructions to the
voicer inside the organ as to their loudness, technical speech and balance within
the stop and context within the organ. This is a time consuming exercise which
takes every bit of your attention and energy. At this stage the final length of the
pipes is determined. Once this stage has been reached one is very restricted in
being able to correct the loudness. If a pipe has to be made louder when it has
been cut to pitch it is likely to end up too short.
The first stops voiced were the front pipes and the inside continuations of the two
stops present in the front, the Front Open Diapason and the Front Principal. (so
called as they are the stops placed most to the front on the soundboard)
Getting to grips with the front pipes first was a good discipline, as this showed us
the boundaries of the possibilities and limitations of the old pipework. The
reasonably untouched voicing of the front pipes pointed the way how to go about
regulating and voicing the remainder of the inside stops.
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Small Mixture
The Twelfth, Fifteenth, Tierce and Larigot are scaled and voiced alike. The
Fifteenth has been given the most drive. This group of stops forms a combination
which is sometimes called a “small mixture” which forms though, through its
relatively wide scaling compared to the principals, a somewhat cornet like
ensemble.

Mixtures
The 1735 voicing method allows the pipes to speak with an audible but gentle
attack. In the mixtures there is a considerably more character in the speech which
might be attributable to the sparse nicking compared to the foundation stops.
The Mixtures are because of this lighter in tone than the foundation stops but not
necessarily any less loud. Listening to the organ from outside the case, these
extraneous noises can hardly be heard anymore as unmusical and the full chorus
sound is truly colourful and vibrant.

Recorded Flue Scales and details
These details are the actual hand written spread-sheets produced during the initial
research. This shows the inscriptions of the individual pipes as they appear on
each pipe. This is mostly just above or on the upper lip and the front of the foot.
The Principal of the Choir has its inscriptions on the side of the pipe next to the
upper lip and underneath on the side of the foot. Also note that the style of
inscriptions of the Choir Stop Diapason is showing a different hand from all the
other stops in the organ. All in all, there seem to be three different hands present
in the manufacture of the metal pipes.
The voicing details though, are very similar throughout the instrument with perhaps
one exception. The Back Principal on the Great has chamfered upper-lips as
standard, while with the other stops, this was only done when really needed
(originally or later?).
Cut-ups of the Chimney flute trebles are arched and not chamfered. The cut-ups of
the open pipes vary from dead-straight (or even slightly low in the middle) in the
Choir Principal, and straight to moderately arched in the large pipes to slightly
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more arched in the small treble pipes in the remainder of the stops. All flue-pipes
have been cut up to an angle with the upper-lip which is less than 90o. Large pipes
more square to the upper-lip (80–85o), smaller pipes under a somewhat sharper
angle (75-80o). It could be that this method of cutting pipes up was just a practical
method to prevent the waste metal from ending up in the delicate flue area, rather
than a deliberately thought out voicing method.
It has not been possible to measure exactly the languid thicknesses, as numerous
languids are slightly below the top of the lower lip. A mention of thickness is given
tough when it was found possible to make an accurate guess of the measurement.
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Mouth of GG Front Open Diapason
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Front Open Diapason. Note the narrow mouths
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Stopped basses after cleaning before repairs (note: The original fixing of the caps with nails survived.)
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Back Open Diapason racked-in on the bench. Note that the large pipes have scored mouths
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Back Principal racked in on the bench. Note the long feet in comparison with the other flue pipework.
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The pipes of the 12th racked-in on the bench
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Stopped basses after restoration (The caps were re-fixed using original nails where possible.)
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Voicing detail of the inside of the caps
Original cut-ups and bevels on the blocks
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Mouth shape of f#’ of the Choir Stop Diapason. Note: the ears are positioned very close to the scoring
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Voicing details. Note the relatively generous flue (for a stopped pipe)
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Reed research, scales + details
The reed pipes have been through a rough time over the years. Pipes from
Trumpet and Clarion stops from both Great and Swell have been interchanged, rescaled, etc. and used just about anywhere in the organ where felt appropriate.
The original Bridge pipes were contained in the following stops:
On the Great

Contra Fagotto 16’ (from G)
Clarion 4’

On the Swell

Contra Fagotto 16’ (from co)
Clarion 4’

On the Choir

Bassoon/Hautboy 8’
GG - ## 3 Vochumane pipes and 2 Cremona pipes

After lengthy analyses this pipework was found to belong to the following original
stops:
Great

Trumpet I
Trumpet II
Bassoon
Clarion

(43 pipes)
(33 pipes)
(11 pipes)
(39 pipes)

Choir

Cremona
( 2 pipes)
Vochumane ( 3 pipes)

Swell

Trumpet
Hautboy
Clarion

(22 pipes)
(27 pipes)
(14 pipes)

The nearly complete original Hautboy prior to restoration (note broken tips and later added lids)
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Bridge inscription
During the sorting out of the reed pipes into their appropriate stops it was
discovered that the bottom CC of the second Trumpet had an interesting
inscription. This is the only place in the organ where Bridge’s name is evident.
“Bridge” inscribed on bottom GG of Trumpet 2 (1st photo)

Bridge inscription (2nd photo)
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Inscription of note on CC of second Trumpet

The Vochumane old and new

Cremona GG-EE quarter-length double chokes (CC old)
And full-length from FF with only FF (old) with single choke
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The Trumpet nr 1 with its partly original stay

In some cases small differences in scale and partly obliterated inscriptions were
the only pointers as to what stop a pipe might belong to.
The Great Clarion was the easiest stop to sort out as all the pipes belonging to this
stop are inscribed with a sizable letter C. Whilst restoring the Clarion upperboard,
it became likely that the top octave was originally repeated at 8 foot pitch. The
original large reed toe holes had been covered with mahogany veneers in order to
take flue pipes instead of reed pipes. These were removed and a new top octave
was made.
The next breakthrough happened after ignoring all misleading “later” inscriptions I
found that an almost complete set of Trumpet pipes were inscribed with a small
number 2.
If this was indeed the second Trumpet then there must be a Trumpet number 1.
The left over pipework turned out to be of three different scales.
The largest of these was another almost complete Trumpet slightly larger scale in
the treble than Trumpet number 2. One pipe, middle c, carries the inscription
Trumpet nr 1.
The next scale down is very similar to the Trumpet nr 2. I believe this to be the
Swell Trumpet. The pipes left over are smaller than the Swell Trumpet but larger
than the Great Clarion. I believe this to be the Swell Clarion.
Repair
Earlier lengthening has been removed because inappropriate metal thicknesses
and taper were used in previous alterations.
Many tips were buckled and bulging slightly just above the block. Also special
attention was given to tips showing metal fatigue.
Some resonators were lengthened at the tip in order to restore the original tip
diameter.
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The restored Swell reed chorus being voiced by Michael Blighton (note the top 8verepeat in the clarion

Shallots
The shallots seemed to have ended mixed up just anywhere in any reed stop in
the organ. They have been sorted out in length, scale, slot size and inscription,
and we are now as confident as we can that they are dedicated to the right stops.
All shallots sorted after many hours of measuring and comparison
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Choir reeds Vochumane, Cremona and French Horn

The installed Great reeds seen through the Swell trackers
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